
One word Substitution is one of the 
integral parts of vocabulary. It simply 

means that a sentence has to be 
replaced with a single word.
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One Word Substitution
1. One who has unlimited powers-Omnipotent, Almighty

2. One who is hard to please -Fastidious

3. One who believes too easily -Credulous

4. A speech without prior permission -Extemporaneous

5. Incapable of being moved -Catatonic, paralysed

6. Forbidden by law -Prohibit

7. One who spend too much -Spendthrift

8. A child born after the death of his father -Posthumous

9. One who eats too much  -Glutton

10. A fictitious name used by an author -Pseudonym



11.One who steals from pocket of others -Pickpocket

12.Full of high sounding words -Aureate

13.A trade or act prohibited by law -Illicit

14. One who is everywhere -Ubiquitous

15That which cannot be understood           -incomprehensible

16.One who doesn’t believe -Atheist

17. Government by the nobels -Aristocracy

18.Government by a king or queen -Monarchy

19.Government by the officials -Bureaucrary

20.Animals/Plants which live in water -Acquatic

21.One who feed on human flesh  -cannibal

22.Belonging to or living at the same time -Contemporaries

23.A collection of flowers -Bouquet

24.An event which happens once in two years  - Biennial

25.A statement which is accepted as true without proof of a person – Apparently



26.A person appointed by two parties to solve a dispute         - Arbitrator
27.That which must happen          -Certainty
28.One that can’t be hurt or injured          -Unscathed
29.The action of looking back on past time                  -Introspection
30.Work for which no salary is paid          -Honorary
31.One who know all          -Pantomath
32.A rule or order that can’t be revoked                      - Sustained
33.That which cannot be interpreted          -Ineffable
34.Two or more things occurring at the same time                   - 
Simultaneous
35.That which cannot be believed                        -Incredulous
36. A closed political meeting -Caucus
37. A group of cattle or sheep or other domestic mammals -Herd

38.A large group of people -Horde

39. A temporary police force -Posse
40.



41.A building where animals are butchered Abattoir

42.A place where bees are kept; a collection of 
beehives Apiary

43.A building containing tanks of live fish of 
different species Aquarium

44.A place or scene of activity, debate, or 
conflict Arena

45.A collection of weapons and military 
equipment Arsenal

46.An institution for the care of people who are 
mentally ill Asylum

47.A hole or tunnel dug by a small animal, 
especially a rabbit, as a dwelling Burrow

48.A collection of items of the same type stored 
in a hidden or inaccessible place. Cache



49.A system of government by the whole population or all the eligible members of a 

state, typically through elected representatives- Democracy
50.A state, society, or group governed by old people         -Gerontocracy
51.A state or country run by the worst, least qualified, or most 
unscrupulous citizens            -Kakistocracy
52.Government by new or inexperienced hands -Neocracy
53.Government by the populace -Ochlocracy
54.A small group of people having control of a country or organization-Oligarchy
55.Government by the wealthy -Plutocracy
56.Government not connected with religious or spiritual matters -Secular
57.A form of government with a monarch at the head           -Monarchy
58.A political system based on government of men by God   -Thearchy
59.Release someone from a duty or obligation -Exonerate
60.Fond of company -Gregarious
61.Making marks that cannot be removed -Indelible
62. Incapable of making mistakes or being wrong -Infallible
63. Certain to happen -Inevitable


